DANCE on the Vine
www.danceonthevine.com

817 251 1552

Wedding DANCE Services
Individual Lessons (pay as you go or packages)
Standard and Advanced DANCE moves
Choreographed DANCE walk on and ending
Choreography of full DANCE
Video Views
Practice during regular service hours
Father /Daughter and /or Mother /Son dances
Bridal Party Group Sessions
Music Editing available
One Teacher - One Lesson / Two Teachers - Two Lessons
Lessons are scheduled at 45 minute intervals
(40 minutes instruction).

Lessons may also be doubled for a 90 minute session.
Lessons are scheduled in advance subject to availability and
require a 24/48 hour change notice to avoid forfeiture.

Additional people may be added to a lesson for a fee.
Group classes for more general instruction are
available at a discount with any package.

Wedding DANCE Workshop
Join us on and get started with simple yet effective dance moves
for your special first dance as husband and wife. Open to the bride
and groom, parents and bridal party.
Group Class instruction in the most popular Wedding Dance Styles,
basic dance moves used for fast and regular waltz tempo, then we
move to the romantic popular songs, and finish with the crooner or
big band style songs. We also cover how to walk on, hold and dip
your partner.

Wedding DANCE Starter

We will listen to your music, demonstrate DANCE styles (5 to 15 mins),
and show you some basics (20 to 25 minutes instruction), plan a
schedule and help select the right DANCE package for your special
day.
If you choose to enroll a package of 6 or more lessons receive a $39
discount, 4 lesson package $19 discount.

Mini -

for the Bride and Groom who are short on time

4 Individual Lessons (only 1 / 2 visits required)
4 x 40 minutes or 2 x 80 minutes or 1 x 80 minutes plus 2 x 40 minutes

Standard DANCE moves
Choreographed DANCE walk on and ending
Practice Time before or after lessons (during regular service hours)

Short ’n’ Sweet -

for the Bride and Groom wanting more

Most Popular -

perfect for every Bride and Groom

6 Individual Lessons (only 3 visits required if double lessons used)
Standard DANCE moves
Choreographed DANCE walk on, entrance and ending
Organization of pattern order or choreography of DANCE
within time and ability restrictions (60 to 90 sec’s song time)
Video view on final lesson if requested
Music Editing Assistance (Simple Fade only)
Practice Time before or after lessons (during regular service hours)

9 - 12 Individual Lessons (only 5 / 7 visits required)
Standard and more advanced DANCE moves
Choreographed DANCE walk on, entrance and ending
Choreography of full DANCE within time and ability
restrictions (90 to 120 sec’s song time recommended)
Video views on lessons 5/final if requested
Simple Music Editing Assistance (Up to 2 songs)
Unlimited Practice any time during regular service hours

